EXTERN AT THE NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND!

WHAT IS THE NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND?
Founded in 1970, the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) is the oldest and largest nonprofit law firm dedicated to asserting and defending the rights of Indian tribes, organizations, and individuals nationwide. NARF's practice is concentrated in five key areas: the preservation of tribal existence; the protection of tribal natural resources; the promotion of Native American human rights; the accountability of governments to Native Americans; and the development of Indian law and educating the public about Indian rights, laws, and issues. See more at narf.org.

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
√ COMPLETED 1L YEAR
√ NATIVE AMERICAN LAW COURSEWORK
√ EXPERIENCE DRAFTING LEGAL MEMORANDA
√ EXCELLENT RESEARCH ABILITIES
√ EXCELLENT WRITTEN / ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
√ PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
√ NATURAL RESOURCES COURSEWORK
√ FAMILIARITY WITH TRIBAL COMMUNITIES AND CULTURES

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 5, 2022
*PLEASE NOTE THAT REMOTE WORK OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE AND DEPENDING ON THE CURRENT COVID-19 PANDEMIC MAY BE REQUIRED.

PLEASE INCLUDE IN THE APPLICATION:
1. Cover Letter (Include office preference)
2. Resume (include all Indian Law experience)
3. Legal writing sample (Non-Collaborative)
4. Law school transcript (Official preferred)
5. References (3)

EARN EXTERNSHIP CREDIT OR VOLUNTEER INTERN WITH NARF!

TO APPLY, PLEASE SEND YOUR COMPLETE APPLICATION PACKET TO:
KEVIN CHENG
LAW CLERK PROGRAM COORDINATOR
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND
KCHENG@NARF.ORG